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11 September 2020 

Dear Parents / Guardians 

 

“Honour the space between no longer and not yet…” 

Nancy Levin 

 

Nancy Levin’s words ring true for me. I, like everyone, have been impatient to “get back to normal” - in every respect 

of one’s life. The disconnect between what can be allowed and “logically could be” and what is “not allowed” has 

been a source of tension and stress for all of us… and Heads of Schools have felt it acutely too.  

This letter serves to highlight information for the week ahead (14 – 18 September) and to reflect on the week that 

has been. 

I confirm the following: 

1. Closure time on 18 September: 

Although an earlier letter stated that we will end the term after the full academic day, we have decided to 

close at 12h30 for JP and SP children on Friday 18 September. It will be an academic day as every other day 

and I respectfully request that school attendance be honoured. The 4 hours at school means we end the 

term with a solid academic focus – as it should be.  

 

2. Online Learning: 

 During the lockdown phase of Term 2, we launched into remote/online teaching to all classes.  

 Once we were able to do so, we went through the gradual return of children to campus starting with the 

Grade 7s on 1 June and the phased return of the remaining grades. 

 The ongoing challenges related to Covid-19, coupled with a number of our out-of-country boys and girls 

not being able to return to South Africa, has meant that we needed to continue to offer a hybrid-mode 

of teaching i.e. both face-to-face teaching running simultaneously with online teaching via the Google 

Classroom platform. 

 We are thrilled to have many of our “out-of-country” children returning to Clifton next term. The buzz of 

excited chatter of our children already on campus having fun and enjoying being at school is certainly 

heartening and we look forward to having everyone back!  

 Similarly, we are pleased with the manner in which our community on campus continues to adhere to 

Covid-19 protocols, which to date has contributed to zero intra-community transmissions on campus. 

 Our intention is that the dual mode of (on-line /face-to-face) teaching will and must come to a logical 

conclusion as soon as possible. We are not able to do so immediately, as we still have a few children 

“out-of-country”, with a few underlying children with co-morbid conditions. The challenges for teachers 

and children of this duality are obvious. 
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 As has been stated before, children should not be staying home simply because online teaching 

remains an option. The online teaching is in place for children who have valid reasons for not being able 

to return to school. Your support of us in this regard is appreciated. 

 

3. 4th Term Calendar  

A calendar for the 4th Term (albeit in a slightly different format) will be received by you at the conclusion of 

next week. Every attempt has been made to keep traditional events associated with the final term in place – 

being creative about how they take place may be the challenge, exciting nevertheless! 

4. Co-Curricular Activities: 

We have worked hard at putting together a hybrid model of new sporting and club-type activities/events for 

the 4th Term. I thank the Sports’ and Expressive Arts Departments for their invaluable input into structuring 

this programme – as well as the staff who will be involved. We have once again had to be creative and “think 

out of the box”.  All the appropriate information will be sent to you in due course.  

5.    Reports 

As promised, end of term reports will be received by you. The intention is to have these sent out on or by 

Saturday 19 September. With load-shedding and unscheduled power outages a common occurrence, I am 

reluctant to commit to a specific time. As always, once these reports are ready to be sent, you will be 

notified in the appropriate manner.  

 

Inter house Cross Country and Inter House Athletics in the last two weeks has meant that the Inter House 

“competition factor” has been heightened and there has been a wonderful vibe on campus. - As Mrs Lu Jelliman 

(Head of Sport) has commented: “the aim of this term during the Physical Education and afternoon sports 

programme has been to increase fitness levels and strengthen the core and upper body, whilst consulting 

Biokineticists and Physiotherapists has helped putting these programmes together”. The results of this approach has 

been visibly noticeable. - Congratulations go to Trojans who won the Inter House Cross Country and are currently in 

the lead, as we complete Inter House Athletics next week!  

The following article is worth a read. Entitled: “Find your parent community, lower stress and boost happiness”, it 

provides useful and insightful tips to help connect with other parents while working at home (or not). The link is  

https://thriveglobal.com/stories/parent-community-friendship-

support-listening-kids-self-care/ 

 

Have a good weekend! 

Kind regards 

    

 

 

 

VIKTOR KURZ               

HEADMASTER 

 

 

 

Lerotholi Seeiso and Madison Watt-Pringle, 

… our proud Trojans Captains! 
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“The weather didn’t dampen the 

atmosphere on Spring Day!” 
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